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1. Which of the following file formats is the most widely used in the drafting industry? A. Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) B. AutoCAD Product Key DXF C. Intergraph DWG D. Adobe PDF 2. Which of the following non-editing options is most useful for creating objects? A. Dynamic Blocks B. Dynamic Properties C.
Smart Art D. Shear 3. Which of the following file formats is the most commonly used in the drafting industry for drawing tools? A. Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) B. AutoCAD Download With Full Crack DXF C. Intergraph DWG D. Adobe PDF 4. Which of the following is NOT an applicable value for the Extents

option of the Viewing toolbar? A. Collapse View to View Only B. Widen View to Fit Image C. Collapse View to All D. Collapse View to All 5. Which of the following is the most practical way to resize a viewport in AutoCAD? A. Use the Zoom feature B. Use the object snap feature C. Use the Viewing toolbar D. Use
the Object Menu 6. Which of the following features is the most time-consuming to use? A. Snap points B. Dynamic Properties C. Dynamic Blocks D. Shear 7. Which of the following is the most practical way to open a closed viewport in AutoCAD? A. Use the Object Menu B. Use the Viewing toolbar C. Use the

Object Snap feature D. Use the Zoom feature 8. Which of the following is NOT a true statement about AutoCAD? A. The Viewing toolbar is tied to a specific scale level. B. The Viewing toolbar can only be used in a viewport. C. The Viewing toolbar allows you to perform the same functions as most other tools. D.
The Viewing toolbar allows you to zoom and pan the drawing space. 9. Which of the following files is NOT a potential source of error? A. A complex drawing file of approximately 3 MB can become corrupted in seconds when opened with AutoCAD. B. There
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C++ AutoCAD Crack Keygen is written in native C++. This allows for a fast development cycle, and helps in improving the efficiency and performance of AutoCAD For Windows 10 Crack. Since the publication of AutoCAD Crack For Windows in 1985, C++ has been used in AutoCAD Cracked Version for object-
oriented programming, component-based programming, and open interfaces. In addition, in early AutoCAD releases, C++ was used to provide the programming interface to allow external programmers to create plug-ins to extend AutoCAD functionality. However, in the latest release, the use of C++ is limited

to the programming interface to external programmers only. Most of the code in AutoCAD is written in C++. It is also used in the development of many of the external add-ons available for AutoCAD. AutoCAD uses its own programming language called AutoLISP to provide the object-oriented programming
facilities. As of AutoCAD 2015, AutoLISP is no longer being supported and has been replaced by Visual LISP. Visual LISP is a general purpose graphical programming language. It has support for the following features: Data types: uint, uint8, int, int8, int16, int32, float, double, text, boolean, type, table, array,

dicom and dictionary Data set operations: union, intersection, difference, exclusive or, and logical and Loops: while, until, for, until, switch, repeat, function, case Assignment Control flow: if, else, unless, elif, case, get, set Iteration: do, while Statement and assignment Flow control Math Procedures AutoLISP has
many similarities to Java. It is a close programming language to Visual Basic, although its core syntax is similar to COBOL. Visual LISP is a language for building graphical user interfaces. It has support for the following features: Events Drag and Drop GUI programming In AutoCAD, Visual LISP is used for: Quick
Access Tool (QAT) Microsoft Office's Accessibility AutoCAD add-on The object-oriented programming feature of Visual LISP in AutoCAD allows users to design and build graphical objects with AutoLISP code. This includes adding features to a drawing. AutoCAD uses Open Interface to allow program developers to

create applications for AutoCAD that can be accessed from the command line ca3bfb1094
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# **Articles** **Reference** __. __. **Chapter 1** __.

What's New In AutoCAD?

Import from the web: The Internet has exploded with rich content. Bring content from the web into your drawings as a dialog or as a linked object, saving you time, space and resources. (video: 2:35 min.) Change Design Intent: Automatically alter a drawing to match the intent of another drawing. Design intent
can be assigned to a part of the drawing. It’s changed or updated when the component changes or when the design intent is automatically updated. Revision locking: Create and manage different revisions of a drawing without having to create and re-save each time. Markup Assist: Use Markup Assist to see the
markup structure and edit directly in the DesignCenter, not in a separate Markup window. (video: 1:48 min.) Smart Dimension: Automatically include dimension options in dimension text, giving you more dimensions to work with. Surface Cleaning: Create a new surface, automatically clean up the surface and
automatically add a reference or key to the drawing. Fracture: Improve design efficiency by breaking a part into several parts automatically. Checking the Real World: Save your time for the creative aspects of your drawing by making sure your design fits the real world before you send it to the manufacturing
shop. Complete Sharing and Importing: Enrich your sharing with video and other media, and reduce the time it takes to prepare a design for sharing by automatically adding multimedia data and related files. Video Maker: Edit and create video and animated GIF files right within the DesignCenter. Automatic
Sync: Export and import the drawing and associated design intent automatically, without manual input. Vector Grid: Re-imagine a 2D drawing as a 3D model with automatic vector grid. Toolbar Options: Customize the toolbar to suit your work style. Graphics Tools: Change the appearance of AutoCAD, choosing
between the “classic” or modern look. Master View: A Master View is a viewport for 2D drawings that lets you view the parts and views of a drawing at the same time, helping you better understand how the various components of the drawing fit together. Markup Tools: The new Markup Tools give you the
ability to add 2D drawings directly into
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Minimum specifications: OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 Processor: Pentium 4 1.2 GHz or equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM (2 GB for the very large maps) Hard Drive: 3 GB (4 GB for the very large maps) Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible graphics card Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound: DirectX 9.0
compatible sound card Additional Notes:.NET 2.0 is required for content update downloads. Recommended specifications: OS:
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